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ABSTRACT
User-driven access control improves the coarse-grained access control of current operating systems (particularly in the mobile space) that provide only all-or-nothing access to a resource such as the camera or the current location. By granting appropriate permissions only in response to explicit user actions (for example, pressing a camera button), user-driven access control better aligns application actions with user expectations. Prior work on user-driven access control has relied in essential ways on operating system (OS) modifications to provide applications with uncompromisable access control gadgets, distinguished user interface (UI) elements that can grant access permissions.

This work presents a design, implementation, and evaluation of user-driven access control that works with no OS modifications, thus making deployability and incremental adoption of the model more feasible. We develop (1) a user-level trusted library for access control gadgets, (2) static analyses to prevent malicious creation of UI events, illegal flows of sensitive information, and circumvention of our library, and (3) dynamic analyses to ensure users are not tricked into granting permissions. In addition to providing the original user-driven access control guarantees, we use static information flow to limit where results derived from sensitive sources may flow in an application.

Our implementation targets Android applications. We port open-source applications that need interesting resource permissions to use our system. We determine in what ways user-driven access control in general and our implementation in particular are good matches for real applications. We demonstrate that our system is secure against a variety of attacks that malware on Android could otherwise mount.

1. INTRODUCTION

Modern operating systems (such as mobile platforms) isolate applications and limit their privileges. Mobile platforms do not let applications access user resources—such as the camera or location—unless the user grants those permissions to the application. Despite this, applications can still steal data or take actions without the user’s intention or even knowledge. For example, the FTC recently took action against a flashlight application for leaking user location to advertisers [6], and Android malware is known to covertly send costly premium SMS messages [35].

Mobile platforms typically grant permissions through install-time manifests or runtime prompts. These access control models are problematic: Users find them difficult to understand, and they allow application behaviors that violate user expectations [4, 8, 24, 31]. Prior work introduces user-driven access control [24] to improve these models. In user-driven access control, the system extracts permissions information from the user’s interactions. Access control gadgets (ACGs) [24] are one way of realizing user-driven access control. ACGs are special user interface (UI) elements that let applications access sensitive resources only when the user naturally interacts with that portion of the application’s UI. Figure 1 shows examples of ACG-like buttons.

User-driven access control is not on a clear path to reaching users. Prior work instantiating ACGs [23, 24] modifies the target OS (Android in the former [23] and ServiceOS [28] in the latter [24]). Changing the OS poses serious deployability challenges. It requires the companies that develop these OSes to make supporting ACGs a priority. Such a drastic change requires significant development effort and impedes backwards compatibility for existing applications.

Furthermore, third-party devices often use old OS versions, so there is a long delay before changes reach users [14]. Recent data from the Google Play Store shows that 92.5% of current Android devices run old API versions [1].

Our work makes user-driven access control practical and immediately deployable. We present a design, implementa-
tion, and evaluation of user-driven access control that works with no operating system modifications. Our design combines a secure library with static and dynamic analyses to ensure that applications can access sensitive resources only through distinguished UI elements.

We provide the same guarantees as the original user-driven access control design [24]: the application cannot access a different resource; the application also cannot access the resource at a different time.¹ We move beyond the original design to provide an additional guarantee: The application cannot use the resource for a different purpose. Consider a simple camera application: The user expects it to access just the camera, just when the user presses the camera button, and just to save the photo (not to send it over the network). We enforce this without modifying the OS.

In summary, we contribute the following:

1. We enable user-driven access control in entirely unmodified operating systems by combining a secure library design with static and dynamic analyses.
2. We instantiate this design in a concrete implementation for Android, which we call AUDACIOUS (Android User-Driven Access Control in Only User Space).
3. We integrate AUDACIOUS into real applications and evaluate how well user-driven access control fits applications in practice.
4. We evaluate the benefits of an approach that requires no OS changes and identify key areas where even limited OS support would be beneficial.

2. CONTEXT

This work targets modern operating systems. These OSes isolate applications and grant them limited permissions. We assume a permission model analogous to the latest Android (API level 23): The OS automatically grants “normal” permissions (for example, network access) at install-time. It grants “dangerous” permissions (for example, the camera) through a prompt to the user at the time of initial use. Once the OS grants permissions, it never revokes them unless the user explicitly revokes them, and it allows the application to use the resources however it wishes. Though we focus our implementation efforts on Android, the broader concepts apply to any modern OS.

2.1 Goals

We aim to support user-driven access control though access control gadgets. Building on the work that introduced ACGs [24], we maintain the first goal:

Goal 1: User-Driven Access Control. Our design should ensure that applications can access sensitive resources only when the user interacts with the corresponding ACG in that application’s UI. It should guarantee this even in the face of malicious applications that attempt to circumvent the ACG-based access restrictions. He may do so by misusing the trusted library, evading analysis tools, misleading the user, or bypassing the trusted library.

Our design and implementation assume all code in the application is well-typed Java (we do not support native code). We consider the following classes of attacks out of scope: phishing-style attacks (in which users misidentify applications) and side-channel attacks.

3. TECHNIQUES FOR SECURING ACGS

This section describes our high-level design for securely supporting user-driven access control without OS support. Our design (summarized in Table 1) combines a secure library and program analyses. Applications include our library. In our library, ACGs encapsulate the details of both resource APIs and the UI elements through which users grant permissions to access resources. Our library prevents applications from modifying the ACG UI after it is created and from modifying the ACG validation logic. The library and program analyses together ensure that resource access is authentic (intended by the user) using the techniques we introduce in this section. These techniques occur in three conceptual phases:

1. The original design also guarantees that a different application cannot access the resource. We assume an OS that isolates applications, so this is inherently true.

Goal 3: Regulate Resource Use, not Just Access. In the original ACG design, once an application has access to a resource, it may use the resource however it wants. For example, an application may use the user’s location both to map the user’s run (the expected use) and to send to an advertising server (the unexpected use). Our design should provide guarantees about the flow of resources.

Goal 4: Permission Model Flexibility. User-driven access control is not well-suited for all application scenarios [7]. Some applications may require the ability to access sensitive resources in the background without explicit user interaction. These applications are not necessarily malicious. Consider a calendar application that stays in sync with an online calendar. This application may wish to communicate silently with the calendar over the internet rather than explicitly ask the user to sync the calendar. Our design should allow these applications to use alternative permission models for some of their functionalities.

2.2 Threat Model

We define our system as sound if it guarantees for every application that every sensitive resource is accessed as a result of a legitimate user interaction with the expected UI for the ACG and used only as permitted. That is, the application does not access a different resource, access the resource at a different time, or use the resource for a different purpose. We pursue this in the context of the following threat model.

We assume that the OS is trustworthy and uncompromised. We do not modify the OS; instead, we implement a secure library. We assume that our library is implemented correctly. We assume that the static analysis tools and their outputs are trusted. For the sake of simplicity, we accomplish this by adopting the application store model: Users download applications from an application store and the application store runs our analysis tools prior to approval.

Our adversary is a skilled application developer who aims to improperly access sensitive resources such as the camera or location. That is, he attempts to access resources in a way that circumvents the ACG-based access restrictions. He may do so by misusing the trusted library, evading analysis tools, misleading the user, or bypassing the trusted library.

Our design and implementation assume all code in the application is well-typed Java (we do not support native code). We consider the following classes of attacks out of scope: phishing-style attacks (in which users misidentify applications) and side-channel attacks.
Table 1: ACG design overview.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Sections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Developer cannot modify the ACG</td>
<td>Library design</td>
<td>§3 and §4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer can easily include and deploy ACGs</td>
<td>Library design</td>
<td>§3 and §4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events are authentic</td>
<td>Static event analysis</td>
<td>§3.1 and §4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources, unless specified, are accessed through ACGs</td>
<td>Static information flow analysis</td>
<td>§3.3 and §4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources, once accessed, are used as expected</td>
<td>Static information flow analysis</td>
<td>§3.3 and §4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI does not deceive the user</td>
<td>Dynamic bitmap check</td>
<td>§3.2 and §4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User has enough time to perceive the valid UI</td>
<td>Dynamic bitmap check at random intervals</td>
<td>§3.2.3 and §4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. **Event Flow**: User → UI\textsubscript{seen}
   - The user (not the application) interacts with the UI.

2. **UI Context**: UI\textsubscript{seen} ≃ UI\textsubscript{ACG}
   - The UI does not trick the user into interacting with it.

3. **Resource Flow**: UI\textsubscript{ACG} → ACG → ... → UI
   - The application accesses the resource through the ACG and uses it appropriately.

The library combined with these checks form a sound system: An application that passes all three of these checks must use the resource in a way that is consistent with user expectations. Check (1) guarantees that the user genuinely interacts with the ACG UI. Check (2) guarantees that this interaction is deliberate, and that this UI does not mislead the user about the resource that the ACG guards (different resource). Finally, check (3) guarantees that the application does not access the resource when the user does not interact with the ACG (different time) or use the resource in an unexpected way (different purpose).

**3.1 Event Flow**: User → UI\textsubscript{seen}
- If the application, not the user, triggers the UI events that access the ACG, then the application impersonates the user. This allows the application to perform arbitrary actions. The flow from the user to the UI must be authentic.

**Attack.** Eve is developing an evil camera application that secretly takes pictures. She writes code that clicks on the camera ACG button automatically. This is direct event forgery: The application creates fake user events.

Eve realizes that this attack may be easy to catch. She disguises the events to make them appear authentic. She adds a misleading button to her application. Whenever the user clicks on this button, she intercepts the event and passes it to the camera ACG. This is indirect event forgery: The application uses an authentic event to trigger a forged event.

**Defense.** In both attacks, the application interferes with the flow of events from the user to the ACG UI. To prevent these attacks, we must ensure that events flow from the user to the ACG UI without any application interference. We can accomplish this through a taint analysis. Taint analysis tracks the flow of data to some sensitive sink and marks anything which passes through a certain source as tainted.

In our case, the sink is the ACG UI code and the source is the application code. That is, we consider events tainted if they pass through application code on the way to an ACG.

More simply and conservatively, we can prohibit applications from constructing and modifying events at all. We suspect the choice of which approach to take should depend on how often benign applications create and modify events.

**Time of Defense.** We accomplish the event analysis statically. A dynamic approach may incur unnecessary performance overhead since it must occur for every event. This is especially pronounced without OS support; the analysis must determine if an event is tainted rather than rely on an OS-native flag. Since we have enough information for either the conservative check or the taint analysis at compile-time, we prefer a static check.

**3.2 UI Context**: UI\textsubscript{seen} ≃ UI\textsubscript{ACG}
- The UI must not trick the user. That is, the actual UI that the user interacts with must be consistent with the UI that we expect for the ACG. Attacks that present UIs to mislead the user are clickjacking attacks. The root cause of clickjacking is that UI elements are presented out-of-context [12].

We define what it means for the UI to be in-context at the time a user interacts with an ACG:

1. **Internal UI**: UI\textsubscript{app} ≃ UI\textsubscript{ACG}
   - The UI for the ACG inside of the application matches the expected UI for the ACG.

2. **External UI**: UI\textsubscript{app} = UI\textsubscript{app} + UI\textsubscript{other}
   - The application UI is not covered by anything outside of the application.

3. **UI Consistency**: UI\textsubscript{app} ≃ UI\textsubscript{seen}
   - The UI we check is the same UI the user perceives.

**3.2.1 Internal UI**: UI\textsubscript{app} ≃ UI\textsubscript{ACG}
- The internal application UI must not be deceptive.

**Attack.** Eve is developing an evil flashlight application that secretly records video. She disguises the video recording ACG as a flashlight button. She covers the video recording ACG button with a small button that says “flashlight.” This button hides the intent of the video recording ACG, but still leaves enough room around the edges for the user to accidentally click on it. This is a cover attack.

**Defense.** The UI in the location of the ACG needs to be an acceptable transformation of the UI that the ACG expects. The ACG defines the UI it expects and specifies what transformations are acceptable. We check this by comparing the bitmap of the UI to the bitmap that the ACG expects.

In the most basic transformation, the UI must exactly match a predefined UI for the ACG. Often, it is desirable for the transformation to be stateful. For example, a button with “on” and “off” states can expect one UI for the “on” state and a different UI for the “off” state. This way, an application cannot trick the user by switching the two states.

An ACG may define a more flexible notion of an acceptable transformation. It may, for example, permit an application to place an element on top of its UI as long as the...
element does not cover its text. It may call an image-to-text function and ensure that the actual UI has the same text to a user as the ACG UI. It may expose some of its internal UI logic and permit an application to change its colors, but only if the background and the text preserve the same contrast. It may ask the application to provide a proof that the transformation is acceptable.

3.2.2 External UI: $\text{UI}_{\text{app}} = \text{UI}_{\text{app}} + \text{UI}_{\text{other}}$

The ACG UI must not be covered by a UI element from a different application or at the system level.

**Attack.** Eve is developing an evil voice recording application. She selects a folder and records audio. When the user presses the “stop” button, Eve exposes a system-level notification that says the audio is done recording, and that the user should click on the notification to save the audio to the folder. Underneath this, Eve places a file deletion ACG button. When the user clicks on the notification to save the audio, the system delegates the event downward to the folder. Underneath this, Eve places a file deletion ACG button. When the user clicks on the notification to save the audio, the system delegates the event downward and deletes all of the files in that folder instead. This is called tapjacking [19, 21].

**Defense.** We use existing OS features to defend against tapjacking attacks without modifying the OS. We utilize an OS-native flag to determine when the ACG UI is covered by a UI element outside of the application. We reject events on which this flag is set. An alternate approach would be to take a screenshot of the entire UI (including the UI outside of the application) and crop it to the correct location. This may not be allowed by the OS, however, as it introduces security risks: It allows applications to use screenshots to extract sensitive content from each other. Regardless, the library needs some support from the OS to handle tapjacking attacks; we discuss this in Section 5.

3.2.3 UI Consistency: $\text{UI}_{\text{app}} = \text{UI}_{\text{seen}}$

The UI we check must be the same as the UI the user perceives, otherwise the check does not protect the user.

**Attack.** Eve is developing an evil game that collects information about users. She exposes two buttons: an ACG button that toggles location and a button that is part of the game. She places the game button on top. She expects the user to press it at a certain point in the game. Just before this, she switches the location ACG button on top of it. She tricks the user into granting the ACG permission to access location. This attack is called bait-and-switch [12].

Eve won’t know when she will always be able to trick the user into clicking this button, so she saves the event to the location button. She schedules this event to play back to the ACG in the future. This is a replay attack.

**Defense.** The event we check must occur in the correct location at the right time. We check that the location of the event is the location of the ACG element, and that the time of the event is the current time minus some buffer.

The user also must have enough time to perceive the UI before interacting with it. The bait-and-switch attack is the result of a UI check that occurs too late [12]. The UI check does not occur until the time of the event, but it needs information about the UI at the time the user perceives it before the event. We accomplish this through a periodic random check. The check runs randomly within the boundaries of some check frequency. If it fails, it invalidates future events to the ACG until some invalidation interval passes. As long as this interval is large enough, this guarantees that, at the time of an event, the user has perceived the UI for sufficiently long. If an ACG is already invalid and the check fails, the check extends the amount of time for which it is invalid by the interval; otherwise, it allows the interval to run its course.

We could instead protect against bait-and-switch attacks by running our check in response to changes in layout, but this would be risky: We would then need to prevent applications from intercepting the check to show the expected UI only when the check runs. The check needs to be unpredictable to the application developer. The developer may in theory be able to fool the random check by responding to events related to UI rendering; we are unable to implement this attack on Android. If it is possible, we may deter it by introducing a random delay during the check itself.

Choosing the ideal frequency and interval is a trade-off between user experience and security: If we check too frequently, we incur performance overhead, but if we check too infrequently, we risk missing attacks. If we invalidate for too long, then a benign application which changes its UI will provide a poor experience, but if we invalidate for too little time, then the user may not have enough time to perceive the UI. We suspect that the optimal choices depend on the sensitivity of each individual ACG. An ACG which deals with payment methods, for example, will benefit from checking more frequently and invalidating for longer than a voice recording ACG. We evaluate the performance impacts of different frequencies in Section 6.3.

3.2.4 Time of Defense

We accomplish the UI context check dynamically. The check must provide guarantees about both what UI the application presents and when the application presents it relative to any possible user event. A check that only considers what UI the application presents may catch an innocent application that modifies the UI at a time that does not deceive the user. A check that only considers when the application makes UI changes (a technique used to detect covert application activity [25]) does not address our threat model: A malicious developer can evade the analysis by changing the UI at the right time, but not in a way that is informative to the user. Existing work that accomplishes both of these goals does so through manual image comparison [9, 25].

3.3 Resource Flow: $\text{UL}_{\text{ACG}} \rightarrow \text{ACG} \rightarrow \ldots$

The application must not circumvent the ACG and access the resource with no user interaction or in response to interaction with its own UI elements. The application must also use the resource appropriately. This goes beyond the original user-driven access control work, which provides no guarantees on resource use.

**Attack.** Eve is developing an evil video application. The user expects the application to record and save videos. The user also expects to play his own videos and to play videos on the internet. In reality, the application automatically uploads the user’s videos to the internet for all other users to see. This is a resource flow attack.
Audacious interfaces 161
Four ACG implementations 655
ACG UI logic 249
UI validation logic 204
Event analysis 138

Table 2: Java lines of code in AUDACIOUS, not including existing analysis tools. We implement four ACGs only as needed: one for immediate location access, one for periodic location updates, one for recording audio, and one for playing audio.

**Defense.** Resources are information, and so the flow of resources is an information flow problem. Information flow analysis tracks the flow of program information from sources (for example, user input or the camera) to sinks (for example, the display or the internet). We treat each ACG as a special source or sink. We then ensure that any resource which flows to a given sink is accessed through the ACG. For Eve’s application, we can specify that it is legal for a video to flow from the video ACG to the user’s filesystem, but that it is illegal for a video to flow from a different source (for example, an alternative video recording API) to the user’s filesystem.

Viewing this as an information flow problem buys us control: We can specify not only what resources must be accessed through ACGs, but also how the resources may be used. Eve’s application should have both internet and video recording permissions, but it should not send videos over the internet (that is, videos should not flow to the internet). Furthermore, we can verify how resources flow not only within an application, but also between applications.

This approach also buys us flexibility: In practice, user-driven access control is not sufficient for all modes of interaction with resources [7]. A benign version of Eve’s application may wish to automatically sync the user’s video feed online without burdening the user with explicit interaction. It can do so by specifying that videos can flow from the internet.

We assume that the underlying information flow tool correctly handles implicit flow, which may leak information from sensitive sources through conditionals [5]. We allow applications to access resources without using our library, but then never use them for anything. These resources cannot be misused by the application.

**Time of Defense.** We accomplish the information flow analysis statically. This allows the application to provide guarantees on how information flows to the user before releasing the application. This also ensures that there is no negative impact on performance.

### 4. IMPLEMENTATION: AUDACIOUS

We turn to the implementation of a system for user-driven access control that requires no explicit OS support. We call our system AUDACIOUS: Android User Driven Access Control in Only User Space. The size of our implementation is modest (Table 2).

#### 4.1 System Overview

AUDACIOUS consists of two primary components. The first is a trusted ACG library (Section 4.2), which exposes UI elements that provide Android resource access (for example, camera access). Application developers include this library and use its UI elements (for example, camera buttons). The library includes dynamic checks to ensure that application developers do not mislead the user (Section 4.4).

The second component is a set of static analysis tools which AUDACIOUS uses to verify that application developers correctly include and use the ACG library, and which allow us to support more flexible permission models than strict user-driven access control. This set consists of an event analysis (Section 4.3) and the information flow tool SPARTA [5] (Section 4.5).

These components are combined in two stages. In the app store approval stage (Figure 2), the application goes through a combined automatic and manual approval process before it is released in an app store. Our implementation has two static analyses: the event analysis, which runs on the bytecode, and SPARTA, which runs on the source code. Both report output to a human verifier. The verifier investigates any problems and decides whether to release the application. This matches the approval model proposed by SPARTA [5]. In AUDACIOUS, the verifier also inspects any usages of reflection to ensure that the developer does not circumvent the library or analyses.

The app store approval model is just one enforcement method. Alternatively, an organization can incentivize developers to use AUDACIOUS by certifying applications as user-driven access control compliant. We assume the app store approval model for the sake of simplicity.

In the runtime stage (Figure 3), AUDACIOUS prevents additional malicious behavior from impacting the user. In particular, it monitors the relationship between user expectations and the runtime behavior of an application. In practice, this means monitoring the relationship between the UI and the event that corresponds to a user action. Figure 3 shows three examples of monitoring application behavior.

#### 4.2 Secure Library Design

We implement the ACG library ACGLib in Android. An-
We implement each ACG as a programmatically. View of parent View layout. Android exposes a layout’s UI elements as Activity it executes its main single screen of an application. When an application starts, single thing that a user can do; this usually corresponds to a blocks of an application are reach application code and direct behavior. The building

we can define it in a layout and then bind to it from

Android development is event-driven: When the user interacts with the UI, Android dispatches events which eventually reach application code and direct behavior. The building blocks of an application are Activities. An Activity is a single thing that a user can do; this usually corresponds to a single screen of an application. When an application starts, it executes its main Activity, which is associated with a layout. Android exposes a layout’s UI elements as Views. Views are part of a view hierarchy, with child Views inside of parent Views. The developer can change this hierarchy programmatically.

ACGs. We implement each ACG as a Fragment. A Fragment is an isolated part of an Activity (for example, a single button and an action for that button). A Fragment contains a View that it inserts at runtime. Because of this, each ACG only needs to implement resource-accessing behavior and not any secure UI logic. The application cannot access any of the validation or resource-accessing logic to remove or modify it.

We expose two ACG interfaces: one for temporary permissions and one for permanent permissions. Temporary ACGs provide resource access only immediately after user interaction, while permanent ACGs provide resource access from the time of initial interaction until the user disables them. In true Android fashion, these are event-driven: The application implements a listener. The listener is notified when the resource availability state changes. When the resource is available, the application may use it as desired.

ACG UIs. We implement a ViewWrapper to prevent applications from modifying the ACG UIs after creation. Each ACG UI has an associated View. The ViewWrapper contains this View and does not expose it to the application. It defers all rendering logic and delegates all events to the internal View. After the internal View handles events, the ViewWrapper requests layout. When the internal View changes its layout, the ViewWrapper notifies Android to draw the View again.

Using the Library. ACGLib is designed to be easy to use. An application developer can include an ACG in one of two ways: He can define it in a layout and then bind to it from within an Activity, or he can add it programmatically at runtime. Next, the developer must implement ACGListener and override buildACGListeners(), which attaches listeners to the ACGs. The listeners react to changes in resource availability. Developers can also pass input to ACGs and chain ACGs. For example, the ACG for playing audio can take input from the ACG for recording audio (Figure 4).

4.3 Event Flow: User \(\rightarrow\) UIseen

Both direct and indirect event forgery attacks can be instantiated two ways in Android: by constructing or modifying events, or by calling the methods that events trigger (such as performClick()). In the first case, application interference is application code that runs after setup code before the event itself reaches the ACG; in the second case, it is application code that runs after setup code before the result of the event reaches the ACG.

We stop applications from constructing or modifying events and from programmatically clicking elements statically. We build our analysis using Soot. Our analysis does not allow application code to call click methods on any subclass of View, and it does not let applications call construction, modification, or copying methods on any event subclass. It operates on the bytecode rather than on the source code, since there is enough information present in the bytecode.

We do not stop applications from dispatching events. Event flow through the view hierarchy in Android is complex, so banning all methods which propagate events through the hierarchy is dangerous and does not scale. This does not impact the soundness of AUDACIOUS: Since applications cannot modify, create, or copy events, the only events that applications can dispatch are authentic. This means that at runtime, both the location and the time of the event are authentic, so we can defer reasoning about these to our UI context check (Section 4.4).

Our implementation is conservative: It guarantees that applications do not interfere with the flow of events from the user to the UI by preventing applications from interfering with events in any way. Some applications modify events for the sake of upscaling or UI customization. We acknowledge

```java
public void onResourceReady() {
    try {
        speaker.passInput(audio.getResource());
    } catch (ACGResourceAccessException e) {
        // error getting file
    }
}
```
this as a limitation of our implementation. Our evaluation of event usage in practice (Section 6.4) shows that this behavior occurs rarely enough that it is human-verifiable.

4.4 UI Context: $\text{UI}_{\text{seen}} \simeq \text{UI}_{\text{ACG}}$

Android provides a method that a security-sensitive $\text{View}$ can override to implement fine-grained security checks for events. We implement our UI context check in this method.

Internal UI: $\text{UI}_{\text{app}} \simeq \text{UI}_{\text{ACG}}$. An application may mislead the user by modifying a $\text{View}$ or by covering it with a new $\text{View}$. To prevent this, each ACG contains a $\text{Bitmap}$ validator. The validator takes a $\text{View}$ and decides whether the $\text{Bitmap}$ rendering of that $\text{View}$ is acceptable. It is flexible enough to support different notions of acceptable transformations as well as application-supplied proofs. Different ACGs can use different implementations of the validator.

We implement two example validators. The non-stateful validator checks for equality between a $\text{Bitmap}$ rendering of the ACG $\text{View}$ in isolation and a $\text{Bitmap}$ rendering of the supplied $\text{View}$. This is the default validator, as it is the most conservative. The stateful validator takes both a $\text{View}$ and a state, and expects different UIs for different states. We use this validator for the LocationACG, which expects one UI for its “on” state and a different UI for its “off” state.

External UI: $\text{UI}_{\text{app}} \simeq \text{UI}_{\text{ACG}}$. Tapjacking in Android occurs through $\text{Toasts}$. A $\text{Toast}$ is a system-level pop-up notification. A voice recording application, for example, may use a $\text{Toast}$ to alert the user that it has saved the audio to the device. Android delegates events which pass through a $\text{Toast}$ to the UI element underneath it. Malicious applications abuse this feature to trick users into clicking on elements [19, 21]. This is a concern not only within an application, but also between applications, since a $\text{Toast}$ is outside of the application’s view hierarchy.

To prevent these attacks, Android provides the native flag $\text{FLAG\_WINDOW\_IS\_OBSCURED}$. This is set on an event whenever the $\text{View}$ on which the event occurs is either partially or wholly obscured by a window outside of the view hierarchy, regardless of whether the event passes through the obscured part of the window [3]. We reject an event whenever this flag is set and invalidate the UI for a suitable period of time.

Due to a bug in Android, the flag does not handle partially obscured views correctly. A malicious application can, for example, expose a $\text{Toast}$ which obfuscates the intent of the ACG, but leave room around the edges. Clicks which pass through those edges ought to be invalidated, but they are not. We have reported this to Android. It is scheduled to be investigated for a future release.

UI Consistency: $\text{UI}_{\text{app}} = \text{UI}_{\text{seen}}$. To ensure that the event occurs in the correct location, we verify that it occurs within the boundaries of the ACG $\text{View}$ element. To ensure that the event occurs at the correct time, we verify that no amount of time longer than some buffer has passed (that is, the current time is within the boundaries of the time of the event and the time of the event plus the buffer).

We implement random checks to handle bait-and-switch attacks. We expose two intervals at the library level: the maximum frequency of random checks and the invalidation interval for failed checks. Individual ACGs can configure these intervals independently. We set the default time buffer for events to the rate at which random checks occur. This way, a random check is guaranteed to happen in the time an event is valid.

We are once again limited by our lack of OS support in that we are unable to randomly check the UI outside of the view hierarchy. In order to check $\text{FLAG\_WINDOW\_IS\_OBSCURED}$ without an authentic event, we must construct an event in the location of the ACG. However, if we construct an event programmatically, the flag is never set.

4.5 Resource Flow: $\text{UI}_{\text{ACG}} \rightarrow \text{ACG} \rightarrow \ldots$

We use SPARTA [5] to verify flow from the ACG UI to the resource itself and onward. SPARTA is an information flow tool which uses static type-checking to infer illegal flows. SPARTA operates on the source code. Application developers annotate code with $\text{sources}$ and $\text{sinks}$. The annotation burden for developers is typically low [5]. SPARTA includes trusted annotations in the form of $\text{stub}$ files to minimize annotation burden; this includes most Android core code. SPARTA compares the flows it finds with allowable flows defined in a $\text{flow policy file}$ (Figure 6). A human verifier inspects the source code and the output of SPARTA in the context of this policy.

SPARTA alone ensures that the application uses resources correctly. However, it does not ensure that the application accesses the correct resources at the correct times. For example, SPARTA will catch an application that sends videos over the internet if the application should never send videos over the internet. However, it will not catch an application that ought to send videos over the internet with the user’s consent, yet actually sends videos over the internet without the user’s consent. AUDACIOUS provides more powerful guarantees than SPARTA alone.

We extend SPARTA with the notion of an ACG. We implement an ACG type, which we parameterize by the name of the ACG. This way, SPARTA can distinguish ACGs from other sources and sinks, and it can distinguish different ACGs from each other. We add stub files that inform SPARTA when resources flow to or from an ACG. Adding a new ACG only involves a few lines of stubbing in SPARTA
(Figure 5) and decreases annotation burden for the application developer.

The underlying analysis for SPARTA is sound and correctly handles implicit flow [5]. SPARTA also handles reflection and Intents (two major challenges for static analysis of Android applications) soundly [2]. Intents are objects that Android applications use to communicate between parts of an application or between applications. Reflection and Intents complicate control flow. Applications that use these features must annotate their applications accordingly [2].

In AUDACIOUS, applications may use alternative permission models for any functionality for which user-driven access control is not ideal by including non-ACG flows in their flow policies. These applications must have their flow policies approved. Applications that use ACGs without advanced functionality only require manual approval in the case of false positives.

5. DISCUSSION: OS SUPPORT

The previous sections show that supporting user-driven access control without explicit OS support is possible, moving beyond prior work on ACGs (e.g., [24]), and enabling ACGs to be used and enforced without requiring major changes to already-deployed OSes. We take a step back and reflect on the benefits of ACGs that don’t require OS support, as well as the lessons we learned about the possible role of OS support. We identify areas where limited (not ACG-specific) OS support is necessary or beneficial, and we identify fundamental limitations of not having OS support.

5.1 Benefits of a User Space Approach

An approach that provides and ensures the security of ACGs without OS support has clear benefits.

Deployability. Changes to the OS are costly and may not be backward-compatible. As a result, despite the potential for ACGs to solve many issues with permission models in modern OSes, they are unlikely to be deployed in the near future, if ever. Furthermore, even if ACGs were incorporated into an OS, old devices may never update to the latest OS, and so these changes may never reach customers (a situation notorious for the Android ecosystem [1]).

In contrast, a library paired with program analyses can be deployed within any application and verified by any entity with the ability to run the analysis tools. While we assume that the app store takes on the role of analyst, this role can also be filled by trusted third-party organizations (for example, to produce a list of “ACG-certified” apps).

Flexibility of Permission Models. The application permission model (manifest, prompts, user-driven access control, or some combination) is fixed within an OS. However, permission models are not one-size-fits-all: Different models may be better suited for different applications and different resources [7]. A key benefit of a user space approach like ours is that the permission model can be changed or combined with other permission models. For example, in our implementation, we extend Android with a user-driven access control model, but still allow applications to use the manifest model (subject to information flow guarantees).

5.2 Opportunities for Limited OS Support

Through our design and implementation experience, we identify simple, broadly useful features that OSes can (and may already) provide to enable user-driven access control to be implemented easily and securely in user space. Note that the features we describe here are generic, not ACG-specific. We believe that these features are also useful beyond ACGs (for example, to prevent a broader class of UI-level attacks like clickjacking).

Event Analysis. If the OS prevents events from being created or modified, we would not need to run an analysis to detect illegal event flow. Alternatively, if the OS flagged programmatic events as synthetic, we would be able to verify event flow with minimal effort and performance overhead at runtime. Unfortunately, Android does not distinguish between forged events and real events that come from user input, which forces us to make this distinction. 4

Tapjacking. Detecting tapjacking attacks which occur outside of the application’s UI — for example, by another application overlaying content on top of the target application — requires some OS support. The reason for this is that OSes typically do not allow applications to take system-level screenshots, which is necessary for our bitmap inspection approach. (Allowing applications to take system-level screenshots poses a security risk, since it allows applications to read content from other applications.)

Instead, our implementation relies on Android’s FLAG_WINDOW_IS_OBSCURED flag (modulo its incorrect handling of partially obscured UIs, discussed in Section 4.4). Without this limited support, it would have been difficult or impossible to detect application-external UI attacks.

Bait-and-Switch. With full OS support, we could deter bait-and-switch attacks without relying on random checks. We could instead depend on a secure layer at the OS level which alerts us when the UI changes, but is not susceptible to modification or interception by applications.

5.3 Limitations of a User Space Approach

Finally, we identify several fundamental limitations of supporting user-driven access control without OS support.

Increased Trusted Code Base. We must now trust not only the OS and the device, but also our library, the analysis tools, and the verification model those tools depend on.

Software Updates. If the ACG library is updated, each application developer must individually update their application to include the latest version of the library. By contrast, OS updates (though they may be slow to propagate [1]) are applied centrally.

Inconsistent Permission Models. In some cases, flexible permission models may lead to inconsistent permission models. For example, as of Android 6.0, sensitive permission requests generate permission prompts on first use. If an application accesses that permission through an ACG, this prompt will seem redundant to users (and will be redundant, from a security perspective). Without modifying the OS, however, these prompts cannot be removed even in cases where permission is already granted through an ACG.

4Android events do contain a flag called FLAG_TAINTED for when the event is inconsistent with previous events. However, the methods to access it are hidden, it is not documented, and we never see it set in any of our attacks.
Application Limitations. Finally, our design and implementation place certain limitations on applications. For example, since unrestricted use of reflection allows an application to circumvent any secure library, we require that developers who use reflection annotate their applications accordingly and that a human verifier inspects any usages of reflection. Though alternate static analysis approaches may remove such restrictions, approaches without OS support are more likely to encounter such challenges.

6. EVALUATIONS

We show that it is feasible to integrate our implementation with real applications. We also test it on malicious code and show that it prevents attacks in the scope of our threat model. We evaluate the performance impacts of different random check frequencies. Finally, we evaluate how often applications create and modify events in practice.

6.1 Aiding Good: Porting Applications

We integrate AUDACIOUS into existing applications to evaluate the development impact. We find the following:

- Some applications have ACG-like UI elements. In these applications, integrating ACGs decreases code size.
- In applications that do not have ACG-like UI elements, integrating ACGs only slightly increases code size.
- Flexibility of permission models is desirable. All of the applications that we evaluate have permission uses for which ACGs may not be ideal.
- Applications benefit from increased customization of and interaction with ACGs. A software-based approach should consider this in its design.
- A proactive developer can decrease the burden of information flow analysis by following best practices.

6.1.1 Applications

We build AUDACIOUS into five open-source applications from the F-Droid repository. We summarize these applications in Table 3. We select these applications for non-trivial uses of permissions and for varying complexity. Simple applications have little advanced functionality; more complex applications may have complicated permissions uses or pass information through Intents.

6.1.2 Development Impact

We evaluate the impact of integrating AUDACIOUS in three places: the library, the event analysis, and the information flow analysis. We count Java LOC using SLOCCOUNT. We summarize our results in Tables 4 and 5.

ACG Library. Integrating the library requires few code changes. Three of the five applications already include unverified UI elements that behave like ACGs. For example, Speed of Sound has a toggle button to start and stop location tracking; this functions like the UpdateLocationACG. Integrating the library into these applications decreases code size. Two applications do not have ACG-like UI elements. For example, Solar Compass accesses location automatically when the application starts. Integrating the library into these applications only slightly increases code size.

6.1.3 Lessons and Observations

ACGs encapsulate existing behavior. When applications already have ACG-like UI elements, integrating the library is simply a matter of swapping those elements with ACGs, which decreases code size. However, even when applications do not have ACG-like UI elements, integrating the library only slightly increases code size. That is, even though we must add new user interaction, we may remove some of the resource-accessing code. Overall, we find that ACGs act not only as a security guarantee for the user, but also as a reusable component for the developer.

Flexibility of permission models is desirable. All five applications have permission uses for which user-driven access control may not be ideal. Consider Speed of Sound: The application saves songs to a database while the user is driving, but the user cannot interact with the application at that time. We can require the user to give permission to save songs before beginning a route or upon finishing a route. However, this may impose an unwanted burden on the user. This supports the claim that ACGs alone do not fully represent all modes of interaction with resources [7]. Furthermore, in practice, it may not be feasible to enumerate all possible uses of ACGs. We can avoid these problems by allowing applications to use alternative permission models for functionalities for which user-driven access control is not ideal.

Applications benefit from increased customization of and interaction with ACGs. The original model for ACGs [24] introduces three types of ACGs: one-time, ses-
sion, and permanent. This continues to adequately model ACG use in applications. However, applications depend on further customization and interaction. A software-based design should consider these use cases. Paradigms we encounter include the following:

1. **Configuration**: Applications pass configuration options to Android resource APIs. For example, VoiceRecorder configures the audio recording API to customize the audio output format.

2. **Communication**: Applications need to know not only when the resource is available, but also when the user interacts with the ACG in other ways. For example, VoiceRecorder starts and stops a timer that displays the duration of the recording, so it needs to react when the user presses the “record” button.

3. **Updates**: Applications request periodic updates from resource APIs. Three out of the five applications that we evaluate ask for location updates when the user’s location changes by some amount or when some amount of time passes. This appears to be a common mode of interaction for location access.

### 6.2 Fighting Evil: Security Analysis

We instantiate the classes of attacks we outline in Section 3 and test that our tool defends against them. We are unaware of available open-source malware for these attacks, so we create our own testing framework for generating application variants. We implement 57 attacks in EvilApp, a test application. AUDACIOUS prevents 55 of these. The two that it does not prevent are limited by lack of OS support. We revisit these attacks and detail the point at which AUDACIOUS prevents them.

**UI modification** attacks change the ACG UI after creation to trick the user into interacting with the ACG. Library design decisions prevent these attacks: The attacks compile, but have no effect on the UI.

**Event forgery** attacks create or modify events, or call methods like `performClick()`. Some of these try to trick the analysis by obfuscating the event flow. The static event analysis catches all of these attacks.

**Cover** attacks add application-level elements that overlap with the ACG UI. The bitmap check stage of the dynamic UI context check catches these.

**Tapjacking** attacks use system-level pop-up notifications (Toasts) to cover the ACG UI and trick the user. The dynamic UI context check catches all but one of these. AUDACIOUS does not catch the attack that partially obscures the ACG UI because of the bug we have reported to Android.

**Replay** attacks capture events from the location of the ACG and schedule them for a later point in time. The UI at the time of the original event may or may not match the ACG UI. The UI consistency stage of our dynamic UI context check catches these.

**Bait-and-switch** attacks cover the ACG UI and then, at the last minute, put the ACG UI on top so that at the time of the UI check, the UI looks authentic. The random bitmap check stage of the dynamic UI context check catches all but one of these. AUDACIOUS does not catch the attack that uses a Toast to do this, since there is no way to check the obscured flag during a random check.

**Resource flow** attacks circumvent the library: They call resource-accessing APIs directly, access resources that are different from the ones that users expect, or expose their own buttons and directly access resources in response to them. AUDACIOUS catches these attacks statically using SPARTA, as all of them expose invalid flows.

### 6.3 Random Check Frequency

AUDACIOUS uses random checks to guarantee that the user has enough time to perceive the UI before interacting with an ACG. Smaller frequencies for random checks provide better protection against timing-based attacks. However, frequent random checks add performance overhead. A more sensitive ACG (for example, an ACG that handles payment methods) may wish to use a smaller frequency at some cost to performance.

We evaluate the performance impact on the UI of different validation frequencies on Solar Compass. Over 40 seconds, we toggle the LocationACG button 30 times. We compute the total time from the beginning of the first event to the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>Resources</th>
<th>ACG Integrated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>VoiceRecorder</strong></td>
<td>Record and save audio</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Audio, filesystem</td>
<td>RecordAudioACG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Solar Compass</strong></td>
<td>Show position of sun relative to location</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>LocationACG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speed of Sound</strong></td>
<td>Adjust volume based on driving speed</td>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>Bluetooth, location, internet</td>
<td>UpdateLocationACG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pinpoi</strong></td>
<td>Manage points of interest</td>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>Location, internet, filesystem</td>
<td>UpdateLocationACG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WikiJourney</strong></td>
<td>Show Wikipedia articles for nearby locations</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Location, internet, filesystem</td>
<td>UpdateLocationACG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Summary of applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>VoiceRecorder</th>
<th>Solar Compass</th>
<th>Speed of Sound</th>
<th>Pinpoi</th>
<th>WikiJourney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original Layout</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original Java</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>1774</td>
<td>3897</td>
<td>1283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layout Changes</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java Changes, ACGs</td>
<td>-50</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-71</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java Changes, SPARTA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARTA Annotations, manual</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARTA Annotations, automatic</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Code changes to integrate ACGs.
6.4 Event Forgery in Real Applications

Applications sometimes create or modify events or clicks for the sake of UI customization or upscaling. We run our event analysis on the top 100 free applications in the Android application store to determine how often this happens. In total, our analysis finds 1060 errors across 88 of the top 100 applications (10.6 on average). Of these, 218 are from advertisement libraries or their dependencies. Most errors in these libraries appear related to unskippable video advertisements and interstitial advertisements which may violate user expectations. These errors require manual inspection. We expect non-free applications to have fewer instances of event and click forgery due to the lack of advertisements.

7. RELATED WORK

Prior work documents the shortcoming of permission models, particularly for Android [4, 8, 24, 31]. Our work builds on the notions of user-driven access control and ACGs, introduced by those names by Roesner et al. [24] but more generally dating back to concepts like the powerbox [17, 27] for secure file picking. ACGs for Android are supported by LayerCake [23], requiring significant modifications to Android. In contrast, AUDACIOUS securely supports ACGs for unmodified OSes.

Overhaul [18], like AUDACIOUS, addresses the difficulty of deploying user-driven access control and implements a variant into existing OSes retroactively. Other works explore ideas similar to user-driven access control, including Gyrus [13], AppIntent [33], and the EROS Trusted Window System [26].

Felt et al. [7] argue that secure UIs should be combined with other permission granting approaches depending on the permission type. In that spirit, by combining ACGs with information flow, AUDACIOUS supports both user-driven access control and install-time manifests for flows that are not well-suited for ACGs in a particular app’s context.

Recent work addresses unwanted resource flow in Android. SPARTA [5], which AUDACIOUS leverages, statically verifies that applications use only those information flows declared by the developer in a policy file. TaintDroid [4] dynamically tracks information flows in Android. AppFence [9] utilizes TaintDroid to introduce privacy controls that allow users to withhold data from applications and prohibit select resources from flowing to the network. These tools provide no guarantees that applications access the correct resources at the correct times based on user interaction.

ClickRelease [16] uses symbolic execution to verify policies that constrain the usage of resources based on user interaction with the application. Rubin et al. [25] statically detect covert communication in Android applications. Unlike AUDACIOUS, these works do not enforce any guarantees on the appearance of the UI at the time of user interaction.

AsDroid [11] detects stealthy resource access by using program and text analysis to determine whether program behavior matches the user’s expectations. Though similar in spirit, AsDroid handles only a subset of the issues AUDACIOUS does. Our techniques to handle dynamic UIs and programmatic clicks could be applied to improve AsDroid.

Jekyll on iOS [29] details attacks that pass application approval, but introduce illegal information flows after installation. These attacks rely on violations of memory and type safety (buffer overflows and incorrect type casts) for which we are unaware of attacks in Java’s managed environment. As AUDACIOUS does not support native code, these attacks are not relevant to AUDACIOUS.
We design a system for user-driven access control without major OS modifications. This is a barrier to its deployability.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Previous work on user-driven access control relies on major OS modifications. This is a barrier to its deployability. We design a system for user-driven access control without modifying the OS. Our design combines a secure library with program analysis to ensure that applications use ACGs correctly. Our approach enables applications to combine user-driven access control with other access control models. We demonstrate that this approach can handle most classes of attacks with no OS support. Still, we find that limited OS support is particularly beneficial in preventing some attacks.

We implement our design in Android and integrate it with existing applications. In doing so, we identify techniques to minimize the analysis burden for developers as well as design considerations for future libraries. Our evaluation shows that many applications already use ACG-like UI elements, and that for those applications, integrating the library actually decreases code size. Furthermore, even the simplest applications benefit from flexible permission models.

Future Work. Future work may assess acceptability of a UI transformation statically; this would benefit existing works that rely on manual image comparison [9, 25]. A large-scale evaluation of the ways in which applications interact with resource APIs and ACG-like UI elements may better inform future design decisions. In future design, rather than rely on a secure library, we may provide developers with the option to mark existing UI elements and verify their behaviors. Future work applying our design to desktop OSes may need to consider that random checks are insufficient for some attacks involving mouse pointers [12]. A future implementation may repurpose FlowTwist [15], a static taint analysis for Java, as an alternate to the conservative event analysis; the primary barrier is in getting it to work with recent Android APIs. A future implementation may extend ACGs and the event analysis to cover accessibility and voice interactions; the use of Fragments makes this possible with few changes. Finally, we leave securely relaxing the restrictions AUDACIOUS places on ACG UIs to future work.
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